PASHTUN PUNISHMENT
WICKETS TUMBLE, As OUT FOR 68
It was the club’s first match at Victoria Park
and it’s first ever against the new club. On
a warm but overcast day, skipper Atkins
again failed to call correctly. There may be
a trend starting here ;). The Pashtun
Captain chose to have a bat.

confusion of the batter and the umpire’s
own amusement. After his initial
success, the batters continued their
attack upon Kirtland. The skipper
brought himself on for one over before
drinks.

On a pitch wide enough to park a Boeing 747
on, consistent performer Luke McLeod and
the ol’ dog Scott Brown opened the attack.
L-Mac broke through in his first over, the
opener nicking on. One for none. During
Brown’s first over, the replacement batter
took a liking to what the experienced
workhorse had dished up. Despite this, it
was not long before both bowlers continued
to force the batsmen to defend or leave and
eventually drawing false strokes. McLeod
trapped the other opener for 10, Umpire
Wright’s finger up before the appeal had
even started. But, the minute the bowlers
felt comfortable, the next minute not so.
The stroke play was not what we were used
to.

After drinks Vines pleaded to bowl out
his 8 before he cooled down, and Atkins
continued to keep the pace off the ball.
After sneaking in a catch to good mate
Gopi Bhujbal, the skipper handed the
ball to young Lemon-Hall. Simple
instructions, in the zone. McLeod
replaced Vines. It was McLeod who
made
the
next
breakthrough.
Straightening ball from the left-armer.
No edge onto the stumps this time. Next
ball, same ball, this time the umpire was
having a chuckle as his finger went up,
another LBW. Not sure the batter picked
that one. Not to be left behind, a tight
line by Lemon-Hall resulted in a nick off
to keeper Cossens. First A-Grade wicket.

After 5 overs each Josh Vines and Adam
Kirtland replaced McLeod and Brown
respectively. Vines was tight, but the next
breakthrough came by way of Kirtland. The
number 3 popping the ball in the air to extra
cover, straight between fielders. Skipper
Gummy rightly pulling out and calling in the
younger and much faster A-Grade debutant
Brodie Lemon-Hall. Only one of these blokes
was ever going to cover the ground and get
there. Correct call Gummy. It was not long
before Vines picked up the next wicket,
caught by Mayuresh at Gully. Not long after,
Vines had two. The batter not sure what
happened, but a swinging Yorker would
have hit the stumps if he had not just stood
there and let the ball hit his pad. Umpire
Wright have not doubt, much to the

McLeod bowled out, replaced by Brown.
Only one ball required from the old
bloke. Straight down the throat of Gopi
at mid-on for his second catch. There
was a lot of what we would label
unorthodox technique by the Pashtun
batters, but I must concede, it was
effective. Pashtun all out for 147, in the
33rd over.
Even though the Goatherders were a
little surprised by the 148 target, it felt
very attainable.The opening partner for
Marc Cossens this week was Gopi
Bhujbal. Cuz found the second ball to his
liking and dispatched it for six behind
square. Gopi was very patient, Cuz
always watchful dispatched the loose

THIS WEEK
DIVISION 1 - RND 3
Para Vista A 68
(Cossens 22)
Defeated by
Pashtun CC 147
(L.McLeod 4/12, J.Vines 2/24)

DIVISION 2 –RND 2
Para Vista Blue 7/219
(Hodson 75, Timm 49,
S. Wilson 20, Khatri 30)
Defeated by
Magill-Morialta CC 229
(Khatri 3/33, Timm 2/23,
Hodson 2/40)
Para Vista White 3/144
(D.Gardner 48, Burr 31,
Rozee 33*)
Defeated
Never2Late B 143
(Starke 3/10, Watson 2/40,
Joshi 2/19)

NEXT WEEK
DIVISION 1 - RND 3
Para Vista A vs
Desi Avengers A
at Edward Smith Reserve

DIVISION 2 - RND 1
Para Vista Blue vs
Desi Avengers B
at Pedler Reserve, Seaton
Para Vista White vs
Enfield United
at Thomas Turner Reserve
(West)
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PASHTUN PUNISHMENT cont.
ball. The score after the first 3 overs, 0/20. The first change in bowlers yielded breakthroughs
for Pashtun. Cozzens nicked to a diving first slip, caught for 22 from an absolute corker. The
Pashtun bowlers managing to extricate bounce where we did not. Vines replaced Cossens and
then McLeod replaced Bhujbal, but the wickets continued to fall. 6 for 50 at drinks. All out in
the 28th over. Brown the not out batsman.
A frustrating and saddening day for the first XI. We have learnt plenty about Pashtun,
hopefully we learn more about ourselves.
Brownie

EVENTS
16th December
Family Day
Club T20 v VHP CC
Father Christmas

10th February 2018
Quiz Night

WHITE WINNERS

@ The Shed
tbc

Sunny skies, a touch of breeze, and plenty of enthusiasm welcomed Para Vista’s White side
to their round 2 match against Never2Late CC at Edward Smith Reserve.

More to Come

Upon gathering some information from Blue side captain Ian Martin about what to expect
from their opposition, Captain Brenton Starke decided that the best course of action would
be to bowl first if given the opportunity. When the fall of the coin favoured N2L, PV were
fortunate that the opposition only had 7 players at the ground meaning that they chose to
bat, granting captain Starke’s wish.

SPONSORS

After a small pep talk about what to expect, or rather not when bowling from the opposition
umpires, Lochie Jackman and Sam Burge were entrusted with the new ball with instructions
to bowl full of a length. While Burge slotted into a smooth rhythm and bowled tightly from
the start, Lochie struggled to get the pill where he wanted to on a consistent basis. With
encouragement from his fielders, he took a couple of overs to get it right, but when he did he
was very dangerous and should have been duly rewarded with the wicket of the opening bat
caught behind nicking. However, the batsman did not walk and the umpire claimed not to
have heard the edge that was audible 3 suburbs away, and Para Vista were left frustrated.
Harry Pope replaced Lochie in the attack and immediately dropped into a good line and
length. Both openers had trouble getting him away, and when Starke came on from the other
end, the pressure that had built up was too much and an edge to David Gardner at slip was
gleefully taken, N2L 1/39. The tight bowling continued and before long the other opener,
frustrated by a lack of scoring played an uppish drive that was somehow caught one handed
in Starke’s follow through. Sticking out his big left mitt, the ball found the centre and stuck
removing the opener for 34, 27 more runs than he should have had. Before long Starke had a
third wicket, the number 3 batsman looking to glide a ball through gully only to be astonished
when Connor Rozee dove forward and to his left to snaffle the catch just millimetres from the
ground, reducing N2L to 3/66 at the drinks break.
Matt Watson had taken over from Pope’s end and despite conceding early runs, proceeded
to generate chances that kept going begging. A couple of dropped chances behind the wicket
and numerous others flying through vacant gaps from edges meant that Watto’s excellent
efforts went unrewarded until finally he yorked a batsman playing across the line to hit middle
peg and remove the need for any fielders. He quickly followed up with a second wicket caught

SUPPORTER
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WHITE WINNERS cont.
behind which was actually given out this time, and by the end of his 8 over spell had finished with the figures of 2/40,
unlucky that he didn’t have more poles to his name. At the other end, Starke was denied a fourth wicket by some more
poor judgement from the umpire, and when he had completed his spell, he had returned the figures of 3/10 from his 8
allocated overs. Fill in DJ was thrown the ball, the captain realizing that he had to find a few overs before he could bring
Burge back into the attack, and as luck would have it, DJ bowled 2 wides followed by a full toss that ‘Stickers’ hit straight to
a fielder, N2L reduced to 6/91.
Lochie Jackman came back into the attack and appeared to settle into a better groove in his first over only to lose a bit of
control again, conceding some wides along with some absolute jaffa balls. DJ claimed a second wicket when the number
nine moved too far across his stumps and was bowled around his legs, but took some tap in his 3rd over to finish with 2/19
off 3. Harry Pope (1/21 off 6) replaced DJ and took a wicket straight away, and it looked like the target could be kept to a
minimum.
Conscious that the dangerous opposition captain was still batting, the field was deep set to starve him of any boundaries,
and Lochie (1/39 off 6) provided the breakthrough when he had him caught out for 22. All that was left was for Burge to
return and take a fully deserved wicket, finishing with an excellent 1/10 off 5.3 overs, and N2L were all out for a very
obtainable 143, after the scorebooks were rectified. It was an excellent all round performance from the bowling group, and
the out-cricket on display was first class (you youngsters can google what that means).
With an air of confidence, regular opener Jacob Burr walked out to the middle with special appearance man David Gardner
to start the run chase. Against some inconsistent bowling, both batsmen settled into their respective games, Jacob playing
with soft hands and scoring behind point on the off side, and David waiting for anything short, which there was plenty. The
score ticked along nicely and the 50 partnership was brought up in just the 12th over, the run chase off to an excellent start.
The longer they batted together, the more comfortable they both became and it was only when Jacob tried to play a forcing
shot that he played a bit uppishly and picked out a fielder, out for 31. The opening partnership of 72 was the best opening
stand for many, many games for Para Vista in Div 2 (ironically outdone by the Blue side the same day!) and it brought Eggs
Ben to the crease to bat with his brother. All this time David had continued to punish anything short with an array of cut
and pull strokes, and this kept the scoreboard ticking along at a rapid rate. At the drinks break, the White side was in a
dominant position, 1/99.
They say brotherly love is a good thing, but I’m sure if you asked David after the match he might disagree. During the drinks
break, with David going strong on 42, Eggs Ben proclaimed “if you make your 50, I’m going to run up and give you the
biggest hug”. Those of us within earshot reminded Ben that it was a ‘when’ he makes his 50, not an ‘if’. Unfortunately upon
resumption, David carved the first couple of balls for easy runs and moved to 48, only to be caught behind a couple of balls
later and the elder brother had been stuck by the curse of his younger sibling.
Young Connor Rozee, fresh off a good score against a strong Magill attack, strode out to the middle as was in no mood to
muck around. After watching the first couple of balls, he treated the tiring bowling with disdain hitting over the infield at
will. Even the removal of Eggs for 14 (3/120) didn’t deter him, and a couple of big sixes and some fours made light work of
the remaining runs, Connor finishing on an undefeated 33. Mitch Jackman had the best seat in the house at the non-strikers
end, but everyone assured him that his contribution of 0 not out from the single delivery he faced was critical in the
outcome, PV White achieving the required total for the loss of only 3 wickets and with more than 15 overs to spare. It
should also be mentioned that Harry Pope volunteered to central umpire
and enjoyed his time watching the excellent batting display that he did
the whole innings without any trouble, something that his skipper was
very impressed with and thankful for. The result makes it two wins from
two for the young PV White side, something to be very proud of. With
another very winnable game against Enfield this upcoming week, it is
hoped that another strong performance can see the White side move to
three from three and set up a strong foundation for the rest of the season.
Brenton Starke
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BLUES CLOSE AGAIN
Para Vista Blue were without their skipper Ian Martin after
his wife Donna-Louise surprised him with a weekend away
(PG rated stories only next week please Ian!) Stand in skipper
Tim Wilson lost the toss and the team was sent into the field,
which suited us as we were only with the services of Aaron
Timm until 4pm.
Last minute ring in Simon Wilson and Sanjay Khatri opened
the bowling. Sarge was a bit rusty seeing as it was his first
time rolling his arm over this season (hopefully not the last)
and both bowlers struggled with length early, which was
punished by the Magill Morialta openers on a very fast and
small ground. The first wicket fell to a brilliant piece of
fielding by Noor Ali in cover which caused confusion
between the batsmen and an easy run out at the keepers
end. More confusion followed between the next pair as the
MM skipper went cheap after he was told no to an easy
second. Two more wickets fell shortly after that to Tim
Hodson, but we still couldn’t get rid of Lipson who was still
punishing any bad ball. The 5th wicket put on 53, 47 of those
runs were from the bat of Lipson but that partnership was
broken shortly after drinks by Timmsy on his second ball of
his spell, narrowly missing out on the hat-trick he was on
since the end of last season! The next wicket fell shortly after
to a good catch from Sanjay off the bowling of Timmsy, but
we really needed to get rid of Lipson who was scoring the
majority of their runs. Skipper “I’m not ever adding a
Facebook profile picture” Wilson traded the gloves with
Hoddo so that he could have a bowl himself, which brought
on the next wicket after he slid one under the bat of the
number 8. Wilson soon threw the ball back to his brother
Sarge who bowled much better in his second spell with no
reward. It was the bowling change to Sanjay that got the
wicket that Vistas needed with a nice caught and bowled to
remove Lipson but unfortunately he had already put 130 runs
next to his name. Sanjay took the last 2 wickets of the
innings, one to a quick reflex catch to stand in keeper Hoddo
and the other to an easy catch to Sarge at mid-on. Morialta
were all out in the 37th over after scoring 229.
The Blue team were going to have to bat well to make the
runs. As Timmsy had to leave early, he joined Hoddo opening
the batting and the pair scored runs quickly. One chance
went down early after the keeper dropped an easy catch.
Timmsy seemed to enjoy the freedom of knowing he had to
leave early and scoring mostly in boundaries and after 11
overs the pair were cruising along at 7 runs an over. Hoddos
indoor cricket team mate “Crackers” was brought into the

attack after this and quietened down the scoring with
some good line and length bowling, both seemed to
concentrate that extra little bit so not to give the
other bragging rights next game. 4pm was getting
very close and Timmsy started swinging at anything
in his arc, along with most things that weren’t and
finally hit one over the boundary for 6. He was out
shortly after that trying to smash one through the
offside but not before he had scored 49 and the pair
had brought up 102 for the first wicket. Skipper
Wilson walked out to the wicket and hit a couple of
nice boundaries himself before he was bowled for 16.
First gamer Norm Tonkin came out to bat next keen
to make some runs, but unfortunately got a nice
inswinger from Carden and was out for a duck. Hoddo
was out shortly after trying to smash one through the
vacant cover area for 75 and we had lost 3 quick
wickets. This brought the opening bowling
combination of Sarge and Sanjay to the wicket who
both took to the Morialta attack putting on 40 and
gave the boys on the sidelines plenty to cheer about.
Sarge made a quick 20 mainly from fours and sixes
and was unlucky to be caught behind trying to hit a
slow, half tracker onto the next oval. Noor came out
to the crease and was off the mark with a very clean
hit for six. Noor and Sanjay combined for 26 but were
running out of overs when they Sanjay was out trying
to up the run rate for 30 and Noor followed 2 runs
later for 13. Dave Schreiber (2*) and Locky O’Brien
(1*) were not out when we ran out of overs an
agonisingly close 11 runs from victory.
All the guys involved can be very proud of how we all
played as a team and individually, everyone chipped
in, gave their all and backed up their teammates. For
me, hearing the opposition congratulating us on a
great game and how it was played as we walked off
summed up what this club is all about.
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Match shirts for Brodie and Norm are being made
and we hope they will arrive in the next week or
so.
The shorts are on order and we hope to get them
at the same time. Those who pre-ordered will be
assured a pair in the requested size. There will be
others for purchase. $35 a pair.
We are awaiting a mock up for new club caps. I do
have a few “Baggy Blues” and Caps for sale. $25
and $20 respectively.
The club has some stubby holders as well, $10
each.

2017-18 Player Fees
Can you all please get you Membership Fees in ASAP. The club has some bills to pay.
Please see you Captains or EFT straight into our account.




Account Name: Para Vista Lutheran Cricket Club
BSB: 105-192
Account Number: 018873840

Everyone make the effort to get back
to the shed after each match. We are
all keen to hear how each team has
gone. Big thank you to O.B. for
BBQing up after each match.
But please, please respect the venue.
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